WASRAG Ambassadors: A World of Resources for You
WASRAG has convened a corps of WASRAG Ambassadors, a group of highly knowledgeable WASRAG members
devoted to helping build better clubs and projects. They are an international group of individuals, appointed
by WASRAG, who provide a bridge between their home district and the rest of the Rotary world with regard to
issues of water and sanitation.
What do Ambassadors do in their home district?
The WASRAG Ambassador can:
Help find partners for local WASH* projects; answer questions about developing and submitting a grant;
facilitate translation of material into the local language if necessary; help Rotarians remain updated on
happenings in the world of clean water; provide speakers for clubs and district meetings.
If you need help on your water project and don’t know where to go, contact your district WASRAG
ambassador. Your ambassador may not know all the answers but will probably know where you can find them.
They are there to be a resource for you, your club and your district.
How can Ambassadors in other districts help me?
Ambassadors located in districts where you want to do a project can be invaluable for facilitating potential
international partnerships. if you want needs assessment data for your grant the local ambassador will know
where you can find the most recent, comprehensive and reliable data. Do you need advice regarding local
concerns and resources? The WASRAG ambassador can guide and support you as you move forward. They can
advise you as you wish, and provide contacts and introductions that otherwise would be difficult to establish.
How can I find an Ambassador to help me?
The international corps of WASRAG Ambassadors is ready to help WASRAG members as we move forward to
more efficient and sustainable WASH* projects. The size of the corps is increasing monthly. The members of
the Corps are identified on the WASRAG webpage, www.WASRAG.org and you can contact them using
electronic links on the site. There is more information about becoming an ambassador on the reverse of this
page. So, join WASRAG today, and gain access to a world of resources and opportunities.

